- Definition of policies:

According to the 12th Resolution, the military and political struggles must run parallel and the execution of these must be dynamic. We must have the confidence to step forward.

- Definition of guidelines:

Engage in a protracted fight against the enemy; take every good opportunity to gain decisive victories in a relatively short period of time; and conduct the three pronged attack.

Following are the pre-conditions for decisive victories:

+ Ensure independence (Americans must withdraw).
+ Achieve democracy (according to the essential lines of action of the Front).
+ Act on the plans for the general offensive and general uprising.
+ Political power must belong to the people.

What must we do in order to fulfill these conditions?

+ Destroy an important part of the American potential.
+ Disintegrate the puppet Regular Forces.
+ Immediately frustrate at all costs the enemy scheme of two pronged attacks.

In particular:

- Destroy a part of the puppet and American Main Force potential.
- Build up friendly forces in cities, in order to step up the urban struggle movement.

American limitations:

+ More losses of lives, material.
+ They are without support of the US people.
+ Opposition of world peoples.

Our temporary difficulties:

- The problem of replacement of troop strength in case the war is protracted.
- Rear service difficulties.
- Difficulties created by the enemy.

All these have been overcome.

- Definition of strategy: According to our policy, we must fight the war and negotiate at the same time. What then is the purpose of fighting and negotiations?

Negotiations, if we are to have negotiations, will serve mainly to provide us the groundwork from which to launch our general offensive. Another reason is to expose the enemy's political attack upon us and to show that ours is the just cause and his the unjust. This means that the war will be settled only on the battlefield, not in the conference room.

To have negotiations, we must fight more fiercely. Only in such a situation can we authorize negotiations to take place. Thus, when hearing that negotiations are about to take place, we must attack the enemy more strongly all over the country. Negotiations will follow when we are really strong. We must take precautions against the illusion of peace at all costs.